
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of IT audit consultant. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for IT audit consultant

Lead or assist in the execution of annual SOX IT General Control (ITGC)
testing, including the evaluation of control design and testing of the
operational effectiveness
Support the project lead in audit engagement planning, execution and
reporting
Assist with specialized audits in the area of cybersecurity, medical device
security and data protection, select data privacy regulations Understand and
validate business processes and systems across business, regions and
functions
Understand how IT general controls (ITGC), application controls, and
technology risks affect the control environment
Support Corporate Audit management with department projects and
initiatives
Support special audits and departmental projects that may arise
Identify and evaluate business and technology risks, internal controls, and
related opportunities for internal control improvement
Develop and maintain active communication with all internal departments in
order to manage expectations and ensure satisfaction
You enjoy helping clients evaluate technology risks across a variety of
domains, including but not limited to cybersecurity, robotic process
automation (RPA), cloud computing, Office 365, system implementations,
data privacy, and mobile technologies
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Qualifications for IT audit consultant

You are intellectually curious and thoughtfully challenge the status quo in the
spirit of further enhancing project approaches, methodologies, and
procedures
You are adept at evaluating, synthesizing, organizing and interpreting data
and information
You thrive in environments where there is strong teaming, collaboration and
open communication
You employ a strong work ethic and appreciate working in a fast-paced and
dynamic environment
You enjoy mentoring, developing and guiding team members
You believe in building long-lasting relationships that are based on providing
superior client service


